Building structures with hierarchical order through the self-assembly of smaller blocks is not only a prerogative of nature, but also a strategy to design artificial materials with tailored functions. We explore in simulation the spontaneous assembly of colloidal particles into extended structures, using spheres and size-asymmetric dimers as solute particles, while treating the solvent implicitly. Besides rigid cores for all particles, we assume an effective short-range attraction between spheres and small monomers to promote, through elementary rules, dimer-mediated aggregation of spheres. Starting from a completely disordered configuration, we follow the evolution of the system at low temperature and density, as a function of the relative concentration of the two species.
nanoporous catalysts. 6 At lower densities, Janus particles form micelles and even small bilayer shells. 7 Surfactants, i.e. molecules with an amphiphilic character, are another class of substances producing micelles in water. By forming micelles, surfactant molecules avoid the contact of their hydrophobic groups with water, thereby minimizing distortion of the hydrogen-bond network. Surfactants may also self-assemble into vesicles (closed bilayers). 8 Recently, there has been growing interest in vesicles because of their wide application in biology and medicine as model cell membranes, and for their potential as drug carriers and encapsulating agents. [9] [10] [11] Vesicles can also be shaped with lipids ("liposomes") and block copolymers ("polymersomes"). 12 Whether micelles or vesicles are formed depends on a subtle balance between entropy and energy. While entropy always favors spherical micelles, energetic/packing considerations put restrictions on the size and shape of aggregates: singlechain amphiphiles tend to form globular or rod-like micelles, whereas double-chain molecules prefer making bilayers. 13 Naturally, crystallization is a simpler form of self-assembly. A large variety of complex crystals and quasicrystals has recently been obtained using particles with anisotropic shape 14 or isotropic interactions featuring multiple potential wells. 15 The wealth of supramolecular structures in materials with directional interactions provides the original motivation for seeking theoretical models that can be employed for a bottom-up description of these systems.
Our challenge is to obtain a complex phase behavior with minimal assumptions on the interparticle forces, possibly without modifying the interaction laws in response to a change in the target structure. In this respect, we have recently ascertained the usefulness of sizeasymmetric dimers as encapsulating agent for spherical particles in a colloidal-poor solution. 16, 17 Inspired by those findings, we provide in this paper a systematic study of aggregation in model colloidal mixtures of spheres and dimers. A rich self-assembly diagram emerges in the low-density regime, which counts many diverse aggregates as a function of concentration and size unbalance between the species -including a gel-like network, a crystalline bilayer, various shapes of crystalline membranes, and spheroidal vesicles.
MODEL AND METHOD
Within an implicit-solvent scheme, we consider a dispersion of two colloidal species: a sphere (A) and a dimer (B) made up of two tangent spherical monomers -one end (B 1 ) being three times smaller than the other (B 2 ). The A particle is represented as a hard sphere of diameter σ A = dσ B 2 with d = 1, 2, or 3 in this work. All particle interactions are hard-core with additive diameters σ αβ = (σ α + σ β )/2, except for the A-B 1 interaction, given by a hard-core plus square-well potential:
With such interaction rules, at low density and temperature spheres get coated with dimers.
The rather strong asymmetry in size between B 1 and B 2 ensures a more effective encapsulation of spheres by dimers. No mutual attraction is assumed between two dimers or between two spheres, with the idea that such interactions (which are usually present in real colloids 18 ) are much weaker than . In this way we keep the system as simple as possible in order to identify the minimal ingredients for a fairly complex self-assembly diagram. The size difference between A and B 2 , expressed by the ratio d of their diameters, is the only free parameter left in the model. We take σ B 2 and as units of length and energy respectively, in turn defining a reduced distance r * = r/σ B 2 and a reduced temperature
being the Boltzmann constant); hereafter, reduced units are assumed, omitting asterisks altogether. Finally, we denote by N A and N B the number of spheres and dimers, respectively.
Hence N = N A + N B is the total number of particles and χ = N A /N is the concentration of spheres.
We perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the A-B mixture in the canonical ensemble, the number of particles of each species and the volume of the container are fixed. One MC cycle consists of N Metropolis moves. For dimers, one trial move is a random choice between a center-of-mass translation and a rotation about a coordinate axis. The maximum shift and rotation are adjusted during the first part of the run so that the ratio of accepted to total number of moves stays close to 60%. The acceptance rule as well as the schedule of the moves are so designed to satisfy detailed balance.
We start each simulation run from a random configuration of the system to simulate its thermalization after a quench from high temperature (we have generated runs of 3-7 billion MC cycles). The relative amount of A and B is adjusted to the prescribed concentration χ of spheres; the temperature is T = 0.15 and the density ρ is at most 0.05. We summarize in Table 1 the conditions assumed in our runs. Four distinct runs have been performed for d = 2 and χ = 0.20, as well as for each case relative to d = 3 and χ = 0.20, so as to collect more statistics for the all-important case of self-assembly into crystalline membranes and vesicles. In the latter case, we have doubled the number of particles also to rule out any possible size-dependence of self-assembly results. The temperature of 0.15 is a compromise:
sufficiently small to observe long-lasting aggregates, but still high enough to allow for escape from shallow energy minima.
In the production runs, which are typically 2 × 10 8 cycles long, we compute various radial distribution functions (RDFs). Even in a strongly heterogeneous system, the sphere- 
which allows one to readily obtain D from g AA (r).
To gain a better insight into the system structure we carry out a cluster analysis by identifying at regular times, and counting as a function of size, assemblies of connected spheres by the Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm. 19 Two spheres are connected if their distance is smaller than r min = σ A + 3σ B 1 = (d + 1)σ B 2 , representing the maximum distance at which two spheres can still be "in contact" through a B 1 monomer placed in the middle. Finally, the cluster-size distribution (over a fixed time interval) is defined as
where N cl (n) is the average number of n-sized clusters per system configuration. The distribution (S2) is so normalized that n N (n) = 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations are kept going until the total potential energy U fluctuates around a constant value for long (a few billion cycles), signaling that a (meta)stable equilibrium has been reached at last. In Fig. 1 , we report some representative cases of U evolution in the course of simulation. Each curve refers to an individual run, i.e. no average is made over several runs performed under identical conditions. As evidenced by a glance at the configuration of the system at regular intervals, relaxation initially proceeds through the progressive accretion of a few sphere aggregates, glued together by dimers, which is reflected in a rapid (exponential) decay of U . Subsequently, U decreases more slowly as clusters begin to coalesce, until it levels off after ≈ 10 9 cycles. A slowing down of relaxation (aging) will also occur for large χ (> 0.50), where the formation of extended sphere aggregates is hampered by the shortage of dimers. Any coagulation event is manifested in a tiny downward jump of U as a function of time; however, since the joining of clusters is a relatively rare event, at least on the timescale of single-particle diffusion, the decrease of U is slower in the late stage of the evolution than in the first stages. On the other hand, a well-definite drop of U as a function of MC time signals an extensive rearrangement of the structure, as clearly seen for d = 3 and χ = 0.10 (black lines in the right panels of Fig. 1 ).
As aggregates grow in size and relax, the dimers on the surface become increasingly effective in screening the aggregate from the outside particles. Indeed, a growing aggregate gets progressively covered with the inert B 2 particles, while the "reactive" particles (i.e. B 1 monomers and spheres) lie buried within. The next step in equilibration is cluster coalescence, aka coarsening/Ostwald ripening, which for T = 0.15 typically starts 10 7 -10 8 cycles after the initial quench. When two clusters meet, they usually stick together to form a bigger aggregate. The kinetics of coarsening is strongly influenced by the system density, i.e. by the crowding around the aggregates, which affects the rate of collisions and indirectly the type of frozen architectures arising at low temperature. Unless the initial concentration of spheres is very low, a unique aggregate encompassing all spheres in the system eventually appears, as witnessed by the MC evolution of the maximum-cluster size in the left panel of We sum up our findings in the (χ, d) diagram shown in Fig. 3 , yielding a bird's eye view of the self-assembled structures developed in the system at low density and temperature.
In the following, we separately discuss results for d = 1 and d = 2, 3 in the subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Finally, in subsection 3.3 we show by analytic arguments that the nature of self-assembly for d = 1 is necessarily different from d = 2 or 3.
d=1
For d = 1 we set the density at 0.05 and consider χ values from 0.10 to 0.50. When χ = 0.10 we observe a homogeneous distribution of small clusters of spheres coated with dimers ("micelles", see Fig. 3a ). We see in the left panel of Fig. 4 that both spherical and rod-like micelles are formed. The dimers around the spheres, exposing B 2 monomers outside, are so tight together to prevent coalescence of clusters. Therefore, aggregation of spheres is successfully contrasted. In a similar way, stabilization of polystyrene microspheres by dumbbell-shaped colloids with a sticky and a non-sticky lobe was demonstrated in Ref. 18 .
Clearly, micellization is only stable provided that the concentration χ is low enough, and this is apparently the case for χ = 0.10. For larger concentrations, spheres eventually become part of a unique aggregate, whose nature depends on χ. For χ = 0.20 and χ = 1/3 a percolating network is formed (see Fig. 3e , and the middle and right panels of Fig. 4 ).
Indeed, spheres are now numerous enough to rule out the occurrence of spherical micelles, opening the way to the formation of long chains of spheres. Each sphere along the chain binds from eight to ten dimers (depending on χ), to be shared with its neighboring spheres, as witnessed by the energy level in Fig. 1 (left Looking at the distribution of the angle α between two A-A bonds with one sphere in common at the angle vertex, we see a resemblance between χ = 0.10 and χ = 0.20 (compare circles and squares in the left panel of Fig. 6 ), to be ascribed to the similarity in the local structure between rod-like micelles and gels. In detail, while the peak centered at 60 • points to the existence of a high number of triplets of spheres in reciprocal contact, the broader peak around 100 • indicates a preference for local cubic and tetrahedral orderings, as well as for zig-zag order with this characteristic angle. Upon going from χ = 0.10 to χ = 1/3, the mean number of spheres that are nearest neighbors to a reference sphere, n NN , grows from 2 to 3 (Fig. 6, right) .
With a further increase in concentration the geometry of self-assembly changes again: for χ = 0.50 we see the onset of a crystalline bilayer, growing laterally through the inclusion of spheres and dimers from the solution (Figs. 3f and 7) . The arrangement of particles in the bilayer is very peculiar: each layer of spheres forms a rectangular crystal displaced by half lattice spacing relative to the other layer; B 1 particles occupy the interstices between the spheres, so that each sphere is bound to exactly six dimers (see details in subsection 3.3).
This structure is reflected in the α distribution ( Fig. 6, left) , showing a distinct peak at 90 • , and in the n NN distribution, peaked at 4 ( Fig. 6, right) . The mass fractal dimension is now about 2.1, consistent with the idea that a bilayer is essentially two-dimensional. When heating the system from T = 0.15 to T = 0.20, we find that the bilayer structure keeps stable, even though small clusters of spheres and dimers detach from the bilayer edge to reach the solution (Fig. 7, right) .
The spatial distribution of spheres at a local level has also been investigated by RDFs (see Fig. 8 ), confirming the structural similarity between χ = 0.10 and χ = 0.20. Upon increasing the concentration, the maximum of g AA (r) at contact is progressively reduced as the system departs more and more from micelles. In the range χ = 0.10 -1/3 the second peak is associated with bound pairs of spheres separated by a B 1 particle. We see that it broadens until, for χ = 0.50, it splits in two (we comment more on this point in subsection 3.3).
d=2, 3
The value of d is rather crucial for the stability of the crystalline bilayer, which no longer exists for d larger than The rich catalog of membrane morphologies can be appreciated in Fig. 9 , which is relative to d = 2. For χ = 0.10 the observed aggregates are one-layer sheets with holes (left). When increasing the concentration to 0.20, more conventional membranes are observed (middle), which are flat or only slightly curved. Occasionally, more exotic structures are seen: an example is shown in the right panel of Fig. 9 , reporting a twisted crystalline membrane which gives an atomistic representation of a Möbius strip.
The triangular array of spheres within membranes has clear imprints in the structural indicators. This is evidenced in the narrow peak at 60 • in the α distribution ( Fig. 6, left) , with replicas at 120 • and 180 • , as well as in the maximum at 6 in the n NN distribution ( Fig. 6, right) . The triangular order is also revealed in the locations of the first few peaks in the sphere-sphere RDF ( Fig. 10) : indeed, for d = 3 and χ = 0.20 we see that the first three shell radii of the triangular lattice all occur in the profile of g AA (r), whereas the first peak of g AB 1 (r) corresponds to B 1 particles located in the interstices between triplets of neighboring spheres.
Looking back at Fig. 1 , we can now explain that the different d dependence of the asymptotic value of U for fixed χ is due to the diversity of self-assembly solutions devised by the system as a function of d. For χ = 0.10 there is no preferential site for binding dimers to a sphere; therefore, the asymptotic value of |U |/N A is an increasing function of d for the simple reason that a bigger sphere can bind a larger number of dimers. On the contrary, patch acquires a definite curvature, until it eventually folds into a vesicle. 28, 29 Notably, in our model the onset of vesicles follows the same path, but for the difference that membrane sheets are now crystalline and one-layer (see Fig. 11, left) . Clearly, the decrease in contour energy during the transition from a planar sheet to a vesicle is hampered by an increase in bending energy due to stretching of bonds, leading ultimately to the existence of a minimum membrane radius below which the formation of vesicles is unfavorable. 13, 30 Crystalline membranes can circumvent this limitation by the proper insertion of a few fivefold disclinations, relieving the strain associated with the defect by buckling out of the plane. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] The same mechanism is at work in our model, where the appearance of disclinations in suitable locations makes a small membrane sheet capable to transform into a vesicle (Fig. 11, middle) .
Around each conical protrusion several facets merge together to form a cup-shaped intermediate stage in vesicle development. A similar process occurs in small spherical crystals of hard particles, [37] [38] [39] [40] where the gathering of disclinations at the vertices of an icosahedron (i.e. at the maximum possible relative distance) guarantees the largest possible entropy, i.e. the highest number of sixfold particles. For d = 2, membrane sheets appear to be flatter,
i.e. stiffer as compared to d = 3. This is due to a stronger mutual obstruction of nearby B 2 monomers in curved membranes (see details in subsection 3.3); as a result, in small system samples the propensity of membranes to evolve into vesicles for d = 2 is smaller than for d = 3.
We have already mentioned the importance of vesicles as "containers" of molecules of fundamental importance for life. This strongly depends on the lipid vesicle being impenetrable to most solutes. Interestingly, owing to the occupation of sphere interstices by dimers, also our colloidal vesicles are impermeable, making encapsulation effective.
It seems inevitable for any sufficiently flexible membrane sheet in our model to eventually form a vesicle. However, during the simulation run two aggregates may occasionally collide and join together. In particular, a forming vesicle may encounter another aggregate on its path and then vesiculation gets arrested. Clearly, a vesicle can only arise as an individual entity if the characteristic time for a membrane to fold and close is shorter than the average collision time. In this regard, in the right panel of Fig. 11 we note the simultaneous occurrence of two vesicles, one of which is bound to a curved membrane. While the presence of two vesicles in a small sample is to be regarded as an exceptional event, it is confirmed that in our system the natural tendency of membrane sheets is folding into vesicles.
Stability of Crystalline Structures
In this subsection we prove that (i) the crystalline bilayer found for d = 1 and χ = 0.50 cannot survive above d ≈ 1.35; conversely, (ii) a triangularly-ordered sheet (i.e. a flat membrane of infinite size) cannot exist for d smaller than ≈ 1.5.
Bilayer -Looking closely at the configuration pictured in the left panel of Fig. 7 , relative to d = 1 and χ = 0.50, we see that spheres are arranged in two rectangular layers with lattice spacings a and b (with a > b), displaced by c in the third direction. Dimers are oriented perpendicularly to the layers, such that the B 1 monomers are nested in the interstices of each layer, whereas the B 2 monomers are exposed to the outside. In a 
While σ min < 1, σ max is a decreasing function of δ, assuming a value of 1.366 for δ = 0.
Hence we conclude that no crystalline bilayer of the kind observed for d = 1 can exist for d = 2 or 3. Looking at g AA (r) for σ A = 1 (Fig. 8, bottom) , we see a first-neighbor peak at 1 (corresponding to the minimum value of b or, equivalently, d ss ), a second-neighbor maximum at 1.49 (corresponding to a) and a third-neighbor maximum at 1.83 (corresponding to √ a 2 + b 2 ). From the value of a we get δ = 0.054, which gives b = 1.054 and and (a/2, a √ 3/6, c+2/3). Taking into account the B 1 monomer that is placed symmetrically below the plane of spheres, the smallest c allowed is σ B 1 /2 = σ B 2 /6. In order that A and B 1 particles are bound, it is necessary that
to prevent overlap between spheres and B 2 monomers, the condition is
finally, we require that
to rule out the possibility of lateral overlap between B 2 monomers. The value of a is not exactly known but, from a glance at many snapshots, we expect that its typical value is only slightly larger than σ A . In Fig. 12 we analyze three cases (from left to right, a/σ A = 1, 1.1, and 1.2): Eq. (5) is satisfied for c values within the two red lines; Eq. (6) is satisfied for c values above the blue line; Eq. (7) is satisfied for σ A values falling on the right of the vertical black line; finally, c ≥ 1/6 holds above the purple line. All in all, the only σ A and c values consistent with the existence of (flat, infinite) triangular membranes are those within the green regions in Fig. 12 . As a/σ A increases, the range of d = σ A /σ B 2 where membranes exist gets reduced; in all three cases considered, d = 1 is never allowed.
CONCLUSIONS
We have found a rich self-assembly behavior in a colloidal mixture of spheres and dimers with only a few basic assumptions on the interaction governing particle aggregation. Upon varying the sphere size and the relative concentration of the species, our system spontaneously gives rise to as many diverse aggregates as micelles, gel-like networks, bilayers, crystalline membranes, and vesicles, providing further proof of the stunning simplicity of the mechanism behind many complex structures also present in nature. Since colloidal particles with characteristics similar to those envisaged in the present model can actually be engineered, e.g. with the method explained in Ref. 18 , our results may readily find application in various fields, such as encapsulation technology or the development of novel mesoporous materials for heterogeneous catalysis. We are aware that the outcome of a simulation may in principle depend on the kinetics imposed by the algorithm chosen. This means that any discrepancy between the simulation dynamics and an experimental realization of the model on the colloidal scale could lead to differences in self-assembly products. For example, MC simulations with local moves only can have problems with equilibrating clustering systems. The use of cluster moves may alleviate this problem, see e.g. Ref. 41 . In this regard, we observe that the use of a smart technique such as the aggregation-volume-bias algorithm does not change the self-assembly behavior of our system in any respect. 17 In the near future, we plan to carry out a more refined exploration of the parameter space of the model, with the aim to characterize the boundaries between the various self-assembled structures and the mechanisms of crossover between them. 
